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Introduction
We at CPC Strategy want to own all stages of the shopping funnel for 
our clients. From brand awareness to demand capture to shopper 
reactivation — we are experts at implementing sophisticated paid 
advertising strategies for brands across multiple channels including 
Google Ads*, Bing, Facebook, Instagram, Amazon, YouTube and more. 

If you’re ready to catapult your brand into a completely new marketing 
mindset, we challenge you to stop managing your advertising efforts on 
Facebook, Google or Amazon in silos. 

Instead, we invite you to take a closer look at how advertising efforts on 
one channel (for example, Facebook) can impact channels like Google 
Shopping or Amazon. 

In other words — let’s have a holistic conversation about your 
marketing approach.

Our goal is to provide brands with a complete top to bottom view of 
their business and offer actionable tactics to maximize opportunity at 
every stage of the funnel.

*Google Ads formerly known as AdWords

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-updates-advertising/258807/
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“It’s important to be present at every stage of the funnel — from broad 
upper funnel searches all the way down to high-intent bottom funnel 
searches. A growth-based strategy will encompass all stages of the 
funnel by segmenting campaigns unique to each shopper in each stage."

There’s never been more ways to reach your customers and in the 
following guide we reveal how our experts are optimizing paid advertising 
efforts for top performing brands like REEF and Seventh Generation. 

Based on your business type and maturity, we will also help you identify 
what an ideal investment allocation strategy could look like for you.

A note to our readers:

For the first time ever, CPC Strategy is giving our audience an inside look at how we 

currently manage our clients across multiple service lines. Keep in mind, every business is 

unique (with their own set of objectives) and we work directly with our clients to cater to 

each of those goals. 

Our full funnel approach to online advertising allows our clients to capitalize on all available 

opportunities at every stage of the shopping funnel across multiple channels including 

Facebook, Google, Amazon, Instagram, YouTube and more. 

 Josh Brisco 
Sr. Manager, Retail Search Operations
CPC Strategy

https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/reef-case-study/
https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/seventh-generation-case-study/


Full Funnel Ecommerce Budget Allocation
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Ecommerce Budget Allocation
Do you know what an ideal ecommerce investment allocation strategy 
looks like for your business? 

According to CPC Strategy, budget allocation and digital advertising 
strategies vary widely by business maturity, type and stage.

For example, a new start-up business should allocate a larger portion of 
their budget to brand awareness campaigns, versus an established retailer 
who should be focusing on how to efficiently capture demand.
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In the graphic below, we explain our recommendation for advertising 
budget allocation based on whether you are a:

• Brand (Start-Up, Mature, Historically Wholesale)
• Reseller (Traditional Reseller, Reseller + House Brands)

Key Business Maturity Metrics

Business Type

Business Phase

Brand

Start-Up Mature Historically 
Wholesale

Traditional 
Reseller

Reseller & 
House Brands

Reseller
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Budget Allocation for BRANDS:
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“If you’re a start up, nobody knows who you are yet — so you 
have to generate awareness for your brand. The way you do 
that is through upper funnel campaigns (including Facebook 
prospecting, YouTube or the Google Display Network). 

As you start to gain some maturity, your brand will also start 
to gain recognition. Once shoppers are more familiar with 
your brand name — that’s when you can shift some of your 
spend further down to your mid-funnel campaigns.

Keep in mind, it’s a different strategy for mature brands 
that have been primarily selling in-stores for a long time or 
already have established retail channel partnerships. Brands 
of this type don’t need to spend as much on the demand 
generation side because they’ve already invested in their 
brand recognition and can benefit from the branding their 
channel partners invest.”

 Josh Brisco 
Sr. Manager, Retail Search Operations
CPC Strategy

Budget Allocation for RESELLERS:
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Brand Allocation Examples

Let’s take a look at two example budgets for the young start-up brand and 
more mature digital brand.
 

The young start-up brand: Sunshine Apparel*
 

*Sunshine apparel is a fictional client that shares the typical traits of an ambitious start-up brand.

S T A R T - U P  E X A M P L E :  S U N S H I N E  A P P A R E L

Let's start with an example of a fictional Start-Up company called 
Sunshine Apparel.

In this example, Sunshine Apparel's investors are allocating them 
a $50,000 per month budget to spend on digital advertising.

Given Sunshine Apparel's budget and maturity level, a starting 
budget allocation could be:

• 60% Demand Generation - $30,000 per month
• 20% Demand Fostering - $10,000 per month
• 10% Demand Capture - $5,000 per month
• 10% Re-acquisition - $5,000 per month
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Here is what a full funnel, omnichannel approach to marketing would look 
like using this start-up budget.

S U N S H I N E  A P P A R E L :  S T A G E S  O F  T H E  F U N N E L

• Facebook Demographic/Interest Targeting ($10k)

• YouTube Demographic/Geographic Targeting ($10k)

• Bing Native Ads ($2k)

• Google Display/Gmail Ads ($8k)

• Facebook Lookalikes/Similar Audiences ($3.5k)

• YouTube/Google Display in Market & Affinity Audiences ($3.5k)

• Google & Bing Search and Shopping Non-Branded Ads ($3.5k)

• Google & Bing Branded Search ($3k)

• Google & Bing Branded Shopping ($3k)

• Facebook Lookalikes/Similar Audiences ($4k)

• Retargeting on YouTube/Google Display ($1.5k)

• RLSA on Google & Bing Search ($1k)

• RLSA on Google & Bing Shopping ($1k)

• Facebook Dynamic Product Ads ($1.5k)

Awareness
$30k

Interest 
$10k

Consideration
$10k

Purchase
$5k
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By investing heavily in the top of the funnel, we are ensuring 
that we reach new users via interest and demographic 
targeting on both Facebook, YouTube, and the Google 
Display Network.
 
As consumers are introduced to Sunshine Apparel’s unique 
brand and product offering, we begin gathering data to 
understand which audience groups perform best and 
then replicate those audiences using Lookalike and Similar 
Audiences on both Facebook and YouTube.
 
As these audiences become familiar with Sunshine Apparel, 
they will likely research the brand and products on Google 
and Bing search, which is why we’ve appropriated budget to 
ensure that Sunshine Apparel shows at the top of the SERP 
when these users search for our branded terms.
 
At the bottom we have best practices for driving lower 
funnel conversions for consumers that show engagement 
with our brand: retargeting on YouTube and Google Display, 
remarketing lists of high converting audiences, and Dynamic 
Product Ads on Facebook.

1

2

3

4

https://cpcstrategy.com/2018-facebook-advertising-guide/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/04/true-view-for-action-how-to-drive-users-from-youtube-to-your-retail-website/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/06/google-display-network-audience-targeting/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/06/google-display-network-audience-targeting/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/04/facebook-lookalike-audiences/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2017/05/google-similar-audiences-for-search-and-shopping/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2017/05/google-similar-audiences-for-search-and-shopping/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/07/paid-branded-search/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/07/paid-branded-search/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/06/google-display-network-remarketing-how-to-drive-sales-promote-customer-loyalty/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/07/rlsa-adwords/
https://cpcstrategy.com/facebook-dynamic-ads-guidebook/
https://cpcstrategy.com/facebook-dynamic-ads-guidebook/
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The mature digital brand: Strong Water Bottle Co.
 
Strong Water Bottle Co. is no stranger to the digital landscape; this brand has 
been around for several years and has an established presence on multiple 
digital channels and a significant customer base.
 
This brand’s priorities lie further down the funnel rather than at the top — as 
there’s already demand for this brand’s products. Strong Water Bottle Company 
is going to benefit most by capturing that demand with effective nurturing, 
capturing, and re-targeting campaigns that drive repeat purchasers and lower 
funnel conversions.

M A T U R E  B R A N D :  S T R O N G  W A T E R  B O T T L E  C O .

Let's start with an example of a fictional mature brand called 
Strong Water Bottle Co (SWBC).

In this example, SWBC has allocated $40,000 per month budget 
to spend on digital advertising.

Given SWBC's budget and maturity level, a starting budget 
allocation could be:

• 30% Demand Generation - $12,000 per month
• 20% Demand Fostering - $8,000 per month
• 30% Demand Capture - $12,000 per month
• 20% Re-acquisition - $8,000 per month
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Let’s take a look at what this budget provides when we apply it to a 
digital omnichannel campaign that addresses every part of the funnel.

S W B C :  S T A G E S  O F  T H E  F U N N E L

• Facebook Demographic/Interest Targeting ($4k)

• YouTube Demographic/Geographic Targeting ($4k)

• Bing Native Ads ($1k)

• Google Display/Gmail Ads ($3k)

• Facebook Lookalikes/Similar Audiences ($2.5k)

• YouTube/Google Display in Market & Affinity Audiences ($2.5k)

• Google & Bing Search and Shopping Non-Branded Ads ($3k)

• Google & Bing Branded Search ($4k)

• Google & Bing Branded Shopping ($4k)

• Facebook Lookalikes/Similar Audiences ($4k)

• Retargeting on YouTube/Google Display ($2.5k)

• RLSA on Google & Bing Search ($1.5k)

• RLSA on Google & Bing Shopping ($1.5k)

• Facebook Dynamic Product Ads ($2.5k)

Awareness
$12k

Interest 
$8k

Consideration
$12k

Purchase
$8k
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You’ll notice that Strong Water Bottle Co. uses many of the same ad 
units, but the budgeting has been rearranged to place marketing 
resources toward the middle and bottom of the funnel.

Brands with an established digital presence and customer base grow 
more profitably not from acquiring new customers alone, but through 
finding ways to engage their existing customers to increase order 
frequency, lifetime value, and ultimately drive more revenue.

To learn more about how to allocate your ecommerce budget and 
strategize your full-funnel ad plan, check out “How to Build a Full 
Funnel Online Marketing Budget.”

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/08/online-marketing-budget/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/08/online-marketing-budget/


Shopper Reactivation
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Shopper Reactivation 

At CPC Strategy, we typically start with our bottom of the funnel advertising 
efforts. Why? If you’ve already acquired customers – those shoppers are 
your lowest hanging fruit and the most likely to convert again. 

With a strategy called “remarketing,” you can (and should) reach back to 
these past visitors with targeted message that draws them back in to build 
brand loyalty. 
 
First party data is the most valuable information a brand or retailer can 
collect about their audience. Not only does it tell you who your customers 
are and what they’ve purchased, it also gives you the power to build a 
direct relationship with them.

Shopper
Reactivation
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If you’re not leveraging first party data to build out customized email 
campaigns and retargeting efforts, you’re likely missing out on bottom line 
revenue and the opportunity to find new customers based on the profile of 
your current customers.
 

“Leveraging your first party data is especially important during Q4. This 
is the time of the year when you want to focus on past purchasers and 
treat your current customers with special offers & custom ad copy. It’s 
worth focusing on those shoppers who have already shown an interest 
in your brand because it can be difficult to acquire new customers 
during this time of the year.”

 
That said, in order to reap the benefits of first party data and turn it into a 
competitive advantage for your business, you need to put that data to work 
in the right way in order to increase conversions across channels.

Casey Edwards 
Social Marketing Manager
CPC Strategy
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At CPC Strategy, we leverage the following advertising channels to 
drive shopper reactivation:

• Email - Email list remarketing is called ‘customer match’ 
and involves targeting people based on emails, phone 
numbers, and addresses that you have instead of cookie-
based audiences.This is one way to reach back out to people 
who have signed up for your mailing list or past purchasers. 
Customer Match can be used to retarget customers on 
campaigns across Google platforms — including YouTube, 
Gmail and Google Shopping as well as Facebook. 

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2017/12/google-customer-match-by-phone/
https://adwords.googleblog.com/2015/09/Google-brings-you-closer-to-your-customers.html
https://adwords.googleblog.com/2015/09/Google-brings-you-closer-to-your-customers.html
https://adwords.googleblog.com/2016/06/re-engage-your-loyal-customers-with.html
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• Google Ads - Similar Audiences and RLSAs (also 
available on Bing Search & Shopping) help to target 
& convert shoppers already familiar with your brand 
and product offering. Typically, you will see your 
highest conversion rates at this part of the funnel. 
You want to bid aggressively here to capture the sale 
by making sure Google displays your Product Listing 
Ad (PLA). Your goal is to retarget past purchasers by 
using high bids for ads that are tailored to a specific user. 
One way CPC Strategy accomplishes this is by using our 
custom ISO Campaign Strategy™.

“This is when we will target your past buyers with aggressive 
RLSA bid modifiers. If Joe buys your hiking backpack in 
March, when Fall comes around and Joe searches “hiking 
gear,” we have a +900% bid modifier for him. It’s a low-
intent keyword, but we bid high to lock up that first position 
because he’s more likely to purchase from us again.“

Adam Harms 
Retail Search Manager
CPC Strategy

Source: Google

User visit your website 
and is added to an 

RLSA list

yourwebsite.com

Google.com users with 
similar search behavior 

who are not on your 
RLSA seed list will be 

added to a Similar 
Audience list.

Site visitor searches on 
Google.com before or 
after being added to 

your RLSA list.

TV 50 inch Best Hotel Deal Similar Audiences 
for Search ready to 
be added to your 

Keyword, Shopping or 
DSA campaigns.

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2017/05/google-similar-audiences-for-search-and-shopping/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/07/rlsa-adwords/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/04/bing-remarketing-paid-search/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/07/drive-ecommerce-shopping-growth-bing-shopping-ads/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/04/google-shopping-iso-campaigns/
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• Facebook - The power of retargeting shoppers through 
Facebook Dynamic Ads is what sets Facebook apart from other 
forms of paid social advertising. Similar to using PLAs to target 
bottom of the funnel shoppers, Facebook has introduced 
more advertising options to retarget and convert customers. 
With Dynamic Ads, retailers can promote relevant items from 
an entire catalog across any device. They can also display 
ads for thousands of items to the right audience through an 
automated process.

 

Examples of Shopper Reactivation Success:

ForPlay Catalog Inc. Increased Orders by 280% On Google Shopping

Thanks to the introduction of Customer Match for Google Shopping 
— ForPlay Catalog was able to focus their campaigns on the highest-
value audiences — including previous purchasers, rewards members, 
newsletter subscribers, or local in-store shoppers.

View Case Study

http://learn.cpcstrategy.com/rs/006-GWW-889/images/Facebook-Dynamic-Ads.pdf
https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/forplay-case-study/
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Facebook Dynamic Product Ads: Alp-n-Rock Increases Orders by +29%

In the case of Alp N Rock — (in addition to targeting cart abandoners) 
CPC Strategy focused our Facebook advertising efforts on past 
purchasers utilizing Facebook Dynamic ads to promote cross-sell and/
or upsell opportunities. 

View Case Study

Halsbrook Focuses on Shopper Retargeting, Sees +293% in 
Facebook Orders & +42% Conversion Lift on Google

Halsbrook’s target audience is very loyal, with VIP customers who shop 
on the website an average of 7-8x per year, with some customers 
shopping up to 50x per year. In order to capitalize on these customers, 
CPC tailor-designed and optimized dynamic remarketing campaigns 
across both Google and Facebook.

View Case Study

https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/alp-n-rock-case-study/
https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/halsbrook-case-study/


Demand Fostering & Capture
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Demand Fostering & Capture

Demand fostering / capture is an opportunity to nurture your top of the 
funnel spend (which we will talk about more in the next section). If we get 
a prospect to click on your upper funnel ad - our job is to continue to stay 
in front of that user whether that be through targeted ads or via email 
campaigns (if they opted into content).

Demand & Fostering 
Capture
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“Mid-funnel campaigns are also an opportunity to shift your creative. 
For example, in our upper funnel campaigns we tend to opt for images 
that are very lifestyle-focused. But once a prospect has shown interest, 
we encourage our clients to shift their creative to something more 
specific like a dynamic product ad or other product-centric creative. The 
mid-funnel is when we start pushing these shoppers further down the 
funnel to convert with RLSA & other remarketing tactics.”

 Josh Brisco 
Sr. Manager, Retail Search Operations
CPC Strategy
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At CPC Strategy, we leverage the following advertising channels to foster 
& capture demand including:
 

• Google Ads -  Consumers who are already considering a 
purchase are more likely to convert when they see the right 
Google Shopping ad at the right time. But achieving success 
on Shopping requires nuanced campaigns tailored to both 
the product and each part of the funnel. Because you cannot 
modify bids or keywords, you are bidding at a campaign level 
for a product category. The only way to target Google search 
queries is to use what we call ISO campaigns; segmenting 
campaigns using priorities and negative keywords.

Campaign CPC BidsExamplePriority Setting Query Intent Trigger Negative Keywords

phone charging caseUpper Funnel Low
Generic Category Search /
No Product Specific Info

Brand/Series/Product/SKU 
Terms, Universal Terms

High

Universal Terms Aggressive
brand name iphone 8 

juice pack wireless
Contains Product or 

SKU Name
LowLow Funnel

Product/SKU Terms, 
Universal Terms

brand name 
charging case

Contains Brand or 
Series Name

MediumMid Funnel Moderate

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/04/google-shopping-iso-campaigns/
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ISO Strategy - Intent Tiers in Action

cell phone charge case

brand name battery pack

brand name juice pack

Upper Funnel Campaign

• high priority setting

• key brand / manufacturer / 

product category terms added 

as negatives

• universal negatives

Low Funnel Campaign

• low priority setting

• universal negatives

• most aggressive bids

Mid Funnel Campaign

• medium priority setting

• key product identifiers like 

product name or ID / SKU or 

other low funnel indicators

• universal negatives

negative keyword

negative keyword

negative keyword

"brand name"

"brand name"

"juice pack"
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 When a shopper is considering a purchase - we also continue to 
focus on converting these high-intent shoppers using RLSA, email 
remarketing and cart abandonment retargeting efforts.
 

“Conversion rates are substantially higher for audiences that 
are familiar with your brand or have been to your site when 
compared to normal users. If you want to focus on the users 
behind the searches and not just the keywords themselves — 
that’s where RLSA becomes valuable.”

 

• Facebook - Although we tend to think of Facebook 
advertising as top dog for prospecting efforts (more on 
that in the next section) - Dynamic Ads are a great way 
to stay top of mind for shoppers and push them further 
down the funnel to drive ROI.

Nick Manessis 
Lead Retail Search Manager
CPC Strategy

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/07/rlsa-adwords/
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• Amazon - If you’re not familiar, Sponsored Brands - formerly 
known as Headline Search Ads are keyword-driven and can appear 
across the top of the Amazon SERP. If you’re targeting queries that 
are further down the funnel – for instance, “Teeki yoga pants” – you 
should certainly consider sending traffic from Sponsored Brands to 
your Amazon Store or a specific category page within your Store.

With recent improvements to Amazon Stores – it is also now possible to 
effectively track how well driving off-Amazon traffic to Amazon performs 
via Amazon Store Insights. 

Source: Amazon

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2017/06/amazon-stores/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/03/drive-traffic-to-your-amazon-store/
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At CPC Strategy, we are able to drive traffic from Facebook, Instagram, 
Google (including text ads) & Bing Ads to the Amazon Marketplace, which is 
great way for sellers to gain a competitive advantage — even when they’re 
not shopping on Amazon. 
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We also leverage Amazon Sponsored Products and Product Display Ads 
(within Advertising Console - formerly known as Amazon Marketing 
Services) to drive results within Amazon’s own platform. 

“Amazon Store Insights should allow us to better quantify how that 
traffic that we’re sending performs. In the past, even though you 
could send traffic from Facebook to Amazon, you couldn’t track 
traffic — meaning you couldn’t quantify how effective the strategy 
was. Today, it’s a different story. Brands with a Store are now in a 
prime position to capture shopper demand off of Amazon.”

Pro-Tip: Amazon is making a concentrated effort to empower brands 

with the creative tools and features they need to establish their brand 

equity and promote shopper loyalty. Not only do these creative features 

help to improve the aesthetics of brands on the Marketplace – they also 

provide new opportunities to drive traffic to a brand’s entire catalog and 

increase detail page conversion rates. Click here to learn more about 

EBC & A+ Content.

Pat Petriello 
Head of Marketplace
CPC Strategy

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/04/amazon-marketing-services/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/04/amazon-marketing-services/
https://cpcstrategy.com/
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Examples of Demand Fostering & Capture

Natrol Drives 70% Increase in Sales With New Amazon Store Upgrade

In June 2018, our Amazon Creative Team partnered with Natrol to deploy 
a fully upgraded version of Natrol’s Amazon Store – complete with 
the latest features to optimize for sales (including driving traffic from 
Sponsored Brands to their Amazon Store).

View Case Study

Seventh Generation Increases AMS Sales by 441.41%

By restructuring their AMS campaigns, we were able to dissect and bid 
aggressively on keywords and products most likely to convert. Now, 
Account Managers can easily edit and update campaigns in a matter 
of minutes instead of hours. These improvements also provided more 
control over ACoS objectives by product category.

View Case Study

https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/natrol-store-case-study/
https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/seventh-generation-case-study/
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TrucknTow Increases Amazon Sales +258.97%,  Google Shopping 
Sales +48.57%

We were able to significantly optimize TrucknTow’s Google Shopping 
strategy by implementing our ISO™ campaign structure. Largely due 
to the success of our Google advertising efforts, TrucknTow decided to 
sign on with our Amazon Management in September 2016. As a result of 
our established AMS advertising efforts, TrucknTow’s products became 
discoverable and buyable to customers. Not only did we increase sales by 
259% from 2016 to 2017, but we also lowered ACoS by -16%.

View Case Study

Dynamic Ads Increases Facebook Revenue by +573.85%

Like many e-commerce businesses in 2016, the home decor retailer saw 
a significant opportunity in making Facebook a larger part of their paid 
marketing strategy. After joining CPC Strategy, they saw exponential 
engagement & sales growth using Facebook Dynamic Ads, which 
ultimately catapulted their online sales.

View Case Study

https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/truckntow-case-study/
https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/designer-living-case-study-facebook/


Demand Creation
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Demand Creation

Sometimes retailers make the mistake of focusing so much on ROI, 
where every dollar and every click must drive to a conversion, that 
they forget to set their sights beyond the return. 

Unfortunately, this mindset can be very limiting for businesses in 
terms of growth.

Demand Generation
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Brand awareness is an opportunity to increase the interaction of a consumer 
with a brand as a result of an advertising campaign, and is primarily used to 
identify a positive shift in customer awareness and perception. 

There are many different things retailers can do to expand their brand 
presence on Google including Gmail ad placements, the Google Display 
Network, non-branded keyword terms and YouTube videos.

The same goes for Amazon with Advertising Console's prospecting 
efforts and Facebook’s advanced lookalike and custom audience 
building tools.

Unfortunately, many brands & retailers fail to effectively measure the 
success in brand awareness campaigns because they lack clear goals & 
structure. Therefore, they find themselves spending precious ad dollars 
with nothing to show for it.

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/11/gmail-ads-for-retailers/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/01/youtube-advertising/
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At CPC Strategy, we leverage the following advertising channels to 
improve demand creation and grow brand awareness:

Facebook 

It’s nearly impossible to have a conversation about demand 
creation without mentioning Facebook prospecting. At CPC 
Strategy, we believe audience prospecting on Facebook directly 
impacts your Google Ads ROI and here’s why:
 
In a recent analysis we set out to prove the impact of Facebook 
prospecting efforts on our clients. We built lookalike audiences 
(based on previous shoppers) and tailored ad creative to specific 
affinity groups. 
  
Ultimately, as we increased spend on Facebook prospecting, 
we also saw significantly more branded impressions. 
  
As seen in the data below (compiled from both Google Ads & 
Facebook) people exposed to Facebook ads were significantly 
more likely to search for more cost-effective branded keywords 
and, in some cases, less likely to search for more expensive 
unbranded keywords.

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2017/11/facebook-and-google-ads/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/04/facebook-lookalike-audiences/
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“When a new audience is exposed to a brand on Facebook, they may 
not engage with the ad at that moment, but they’re more likely to 
remember the brand and reach the website later through Google.”

 

 

Lewis Brannon 
Paid Search Manager
CPC Strategy
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Google Ads 

Facebook isn’t the only channel we leverage to gain new 
audiences - we’ve also seen success using the Google Display 
Network (as well as Bing Native Ads). Leveraging GDN is 
valuable because it allows us to reach new prospects even 
when they aren’t shopping - whether it be watching a news 
video, playing a game on their phone or even as they check 
their email.

Most importantly - GDN allows brands to reach valuable 
prospects early on in the buying cycle—when they’re still 
researching, weighing their options or, possibly, even 
unaware of your brand. To increase overall awareness and 
avoid wasting ad spend on unqualified prospects, our team 
leverages two solutions via GDN including: Custom Affinity 
Audiences & Custom Intent Audiences. 

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/06/google-display-network-audience-targeting/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/06/google-display-network-audience-targeting/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/05/google-custom-affinity-audiences/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/05/google-custom-affinity-audiences/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/02/google-custom-intent-audiences/
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Pro-Tip: In some cases, we also leverage YouTube’s 

unique targeting options such as “life events” to generate 

new demand. Life events allows advertisers to reach 

potential customers on YouTube and Gmail when 

purchase behavior shifts and brand preferences change 

during life milestones like moving, graduating from 

college, or getting married.

While we tend to think of Shopping as a revenue driver for capturing 
and converting demand - it also has the capability to target upper 
funnel campaigns via Google Showcase Shopping Ads. The primary 
goal of Google Showcase Shopping Ads is to help shoppers with non-
branded searches explore and discover what they want to buy and 
where they want to buy it.
 

“If a client is looking for branding opportunities on higher funnel 
keywords, Showcase Shopping ads present a great opportunity to 
test a new engaging format.”

 

 
“Showcase Shopping Ads should be used in any account where 
growth is a priority. This is because there are an increasing number 
of queries for which only the Showcase format is served, and if the 
campaign is not running, a retailer will lose out on those potential 
impressions, and thus customers.”

Stephen Kerner 
Sr. Retail Search Manager
CPC Strategy

 Josh Brisco 
Sr. Manager, Retail Search Operations
CPC Strategy

Source: SEM Rush
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• Amazon - Recently, Advertising Console (which you 
can think of as Amazon's own version of the Display 
network) has opened up a variety of new targeting 
options to advertising, providing advertisers like us 
the opportunity to better control audience targeting 
in Advertising Console (whether it be through 
prospecting or remarketing).  

Leveraging Avertising Console prospecting efforts allows us to:

• Help brands grow by placing ads in front of new 
audiences likely to buy. 

• Identify new audiences to target based on In-Market & 
Lifestyle prospecting efforts. 

• Leverage Advertising Console data to further segment 
and filter the best new audience opportunities.

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/11/amg-display-advertising/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2016/11/amg-display-advertising/
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One of the most effective features of the Advertising Console is the ability 
to leverage Amazon customer data to target shoppers off Amazon based 
on whether they are considered “in-market” or “lifestyle”. Advertising 
Console placements are located on a variety of ad networks – including any 
Amazon-owned websites
 

“Once Amazon has collected consumer data on your customer (whether 
they be in-market or lifestyle), they can use this information to target 
the shopper whenever they are on any site that serves Advertising 
Console ads and drive them back to your ecommerce site.”

Nick Sandberg 
Marketplace Program Dev. Manager
CPC Strategy

Pro-Tip: As seen in the graph below, Dynamic Ecommerce Ads 

take consumer targeting a step further by showing your potential or 

returning customer an ad type based on their past purchasing behavior.

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/07/amazon-media-group/
https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2018/06/what-is-the-amazon-advertising-platform-aap/
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Programmatic Video Advertising - The biggest thing that sets 
programmatic apart from traditional media buying is the fact that 
you get to rely on real-time data that will put your video in front of 
a potential customer at just the right time.
 
Programmatic Video gives advertisers the ability to take a full-funnel 
approach with customers–meaning they can target individuals with 
compelling video ads that fit each part of the journey.

“When you reach someone at the top of the funnel, you’ll 
be aiming for awareness, impressions or appearances. We 
start “cooking” when we start following users through that 
journey and pull them through the funnel with different 
ads that have different CTAs.”

Jaime Lapena 
VP of Marketing
FuelX

$3.00 off coupon

1

2 3

Generate all available 
eCommerce Ad Formats*

Analyze what works best across 
all Amazon data points

Train Models to predict customer 
behavior based on insights

Serve optimized ad 
creative in real time

https://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2017/01/programmatic-advertising/
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More than half of the marketing professionals worldwide name video as the 
type of content with the best ROI. Because of this - CPC Strategy’s design 
team works directly with brands to create engaging video advertising assets 
to drive results across multiple channels including Facebook, Instagram, 
Google,  YouTube, and Pinterest.

As seen in the examples below, we collect creative materials from your 
team including logo, font files, video library files, images & photography to 
create customized MP4 file(s) of video - specifically designed to convey your 
campaign message, promote brand awareness, and drive bottom line results.   

View the Videos in Motion Here.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VAVUbPG5GIHZ8Bfhw_8Xk_imL8wM_RAogJj1oI3DWH0/edit#slide=id.g403eca5be1_6_75
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Examples of Demand Creation:
 

REEF Increases New Customer Transactions from Google 
Shopping by +425%

By optimizing their Google Shopping efforts we were able to 
combine prospecting, new customer acquisition, and brand 
building all into one effort, which allowed REEF to grow revenue 
with minimal loss in ROAS efficiency. Overall transactions were 
up, which serves as a testament to REEF’s increased focus on 
non-branded traffic and upper funnel efforts. 

View Case Study

Blink Increases Facebook CTR by 81.44%

Blink decided to team up with CPC Strategy, not only to scale 
their business on Facebook but to improve their overall 
awareness as an innovative home security provider to new 
audiences. CPC Strategy worked in partnership with Blink’s in-
house team to create prospecting-focused ads — designed 
to reach new audiences and expand Blink’s brand awareness. 

View Case Study

https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/reef-case-study/
https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/blink-case-study/
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HYLETE Increases Facebook Revenue by +367.9% Through 
Audience Prospecting Techniques

To build out a well-defined prospecting strategy, we leveraged 
internal and external data weighed against months of creative testing 
to position HYLETE in front of new audiences that closely resembled 
the brand’s ideal customers. By increasing the amount of qualified 
traffic being driven to HYLETE’s site, we were able to see performance 
boosts of +22% in average order value, +68.43% in the average 
session duration, and +20.84% in pages visited per session.

View Case Study

https://cpcstrategy.com/clients/hylete-facebook-case-study/


Our Programmatic Technology
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Our Programmatic Technology
As an agency managing hundreds of brands, we know how beneficial the right advertising 
technology can be to help you optimize and effectively manage your campaigns.

Ultimately, being able to analyze consumer & product data (at a granular level) allows 
advertisers to build the most effective and profitable campaigns possible.

In an ideal world, every product deserves to be treated as it’s own business, but in 
reality — managing hundreds or thousands of products manually isn’t feasible for 
most advertisers. Simply put, granular product analysis requires custom reporting and 
management technology.

Why CAPx Gives You A Leg Up On Competitors
If you continue to limit yourself to the reporting and capabilities available within 
Amazon or Google's advertising interface — you are already at a disadvantage and 
destined to fall behind your competitors.

Aside from not having access to advanced reporting and management features, it’s 
likely your competitors are already leveraging some form of advertising technology to 
improve their own campaign performance.
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At CPC Strategy we offer our CAPx 
advertising software solutions for:

Keep in mind this is only a glimpse into the capabilities of our 

technology, if you would like to learn more about CAPx and how it can 

help improve your business, email tara@cpcstrategy.com.

“Thanks to CAPx, we can be responsive to market 
change through the implementation of advanced 
rules, rank tracking capabilities – all customized for a 
specific goal. As the ecommerce industry becomes more 
mature, our clients are going to expect a certain level of 
sophistication and we know we can achieve that through 
the use of our technology.”

Pat Petriello 
Head of Marketplace
CPC Strategy

Google Shopping

Amazon Vendors

Amazon Sellers

https://cpcstrategy.com/capx-shopping-platform/
https://cpcstrategy.com/amazon-marketing-services-tool/
https://cpcstrategy.com/capx-amazon-sponsored-products-software/


Ready to dive in? 

We Turn Browsers Into Buyers

Discover what Amazon 
services may be right for you

SCHEDULE MY EVALUATION

https://cpcstrategy.com/

